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Mathesis and Technicity in ●❙■▬▲
Dave Riedstra

diagramming
[Experimental] music becomes a kind of metaphor, if you will, for a social situation; it suggests a
way of organizing your thinking, your attitude towards the world which suggests that the world
could be different.
–Christian Wolff, “Experimental Music”

Charles Saunders Peirce posits that reality comprises signification, and that its constituent
signs are of three types: indexical, a sign created by its object (what Saussure calls the signified);
iconic, a sign that resembles its object; or symbolic, a sign that bears no semblance to its object
but refers to it by convention.1 Morag Josephine Grant suggests that experimental music is
characterized by the dominance of indexical signification—for example, whereas modernist or
new musics might extend the symbolism of motifs or of a structure, experimental music might
exploit musical social practices or physical sonic realities.2 This indexical mode is effective for
expressing a diagram that posits new ontologies, aesthesias, or ethics. However, Peirce describes
the diagram as “an icon or schematic image embodying the meaning of a general predicate; [...]
from the observation of this icon we are supposed to construct a new general predicate.”3 That is
to say that while experimental music operates by indexical signification, the result is an iconic
sign that informs further action. Drawing on Deleuze and Guattari, Brian Massumi writes that
“the diagram as technique of existence is a way of informing the next occasion of these
potentials for self-formation.”4
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The composition ❙ ■●▲▬ operates in this manner. Its most obvious indexical objects
(signifiers) are the relations between the people present (auditors and performers) in its liminal
quietness. In its conventional concert presentation, the quietness exposes social mechanisms
which extend the bodies of the individual concert members to create a composite social body.
This extension operates by repressing the movements of the individuals. By relocating the
performance to a rehearsal room, the musical experience is “cleave[d] asunder”
(decontextualized), allowing the audience to “really experience” the reality of interaction arising
from and always affecting a total field.5
The difficulty of coordination for the piece’s performers occasioned by the low-amplitude
sounds is exacerbated by an open form technique called “switchcraft” in which any performer
may jump from and to any moment in the piece, requiring the other players to follow their lead.
This showcases the musical skills of the performers, transforming the performance from a
teleological process into a rhizomatic structure in which “any point [...] can be connected to
anything other.”6 “Switchcraft”—a “cunning conjunction, mixing, or mètis-métissage”—is a term
used by Dan and Nandita Mellamphy to describe the (generally mechanical) mechanism of
synarchic algorithmic control employed in Saint-Yves d’Alveydre’s mythical kingdom of
Agartha as well as in “capitalist systems of capture.”7 By applying the performer’s craft of
musical synchronization in an usual way, ❙▲■●▬ decontextualises it, thereby demonstrating its
likeness to this “cunning conjunction.”
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I hope to draw out two potential effects of these aspects of ●▲▬■❙. The first is the
similarity of “human” social interactions to “machinic” operations—not to suggest an
automatonistic nature to (human) life, but rather that, following Michel Serres, technology is
based on a technicity inherent to the body. Understanding technologies as derived from and
extensions of the body (the latter in the sense of Marshall McLuhan) allows us to rediscover the
experience of both mechanical and bodily technicities. The second effect is an experience for
both audience and performers of constituting a larger entity, of being a Figure only partially
distinct from a Ground. Entangling the individual within a social body and the performance
event within its external acoustic setting, ■▲❙●▬ exposes the analogous co-composition of
humanity and the external, “natural” world. Ultimately, by obfuscating the boundaries delimiting
“the human”—boundaries that dissociate machinic technologies on one hand and “the natural
world” on the other—I hope to enable “an aesthesia that proffers new sensibilities, [so that] the
possibility that other ways of sensing, relating, and indeed living might thereby emerge.”8

the piece is quiet and weirdly spatialized
▬❙■▲●’s quietness is directly communicated in the score through the injunction “the
piece’s sounds should not be audible from more than a few feet away.” The techniques generally
follow this direction in themselves: for example, without amplification it is almost impossible to
produce a sound that will emanate past approximately three feet by rubbing one’s finger along
the rim of the head joint of a flute. However, this instruction is still necessary, as some
techniques may be used to produce a loud sound, such as the tapping of the viola saddle or the
contacting of the trumpet mouthpiece against its leadpipe. These techniques are all possible (in
my opinion, flourish) at threshold dynamics.
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The quietness of the piece precludes the use of pitched materials. In the first instance,
pitch is a privileged aspect of sound that has been the general focus/locus of music for centuries.
More to the point, pitched sounds are nearly impossible to produce in the dynamic range that
▲●▬■❙ occupies. The pitched sounds that can be produced at these amplitudes will still be
more apparent due to their position as an affordance of music, that is, something of which we
immediately understand the properties and use-value. Such affordances centre themselves in
perception through a mode called entrainment “in which focalized impacts, and their eventual
uses and recountings in language, single themselves out as particular affordances from the
fielding of the environment.”9 Erin Manning and Brian Massumi describe this mode in terms of
walking on a crowded sidewalk: we see the gaps in oncoming traffic because they offer us a
chance to navigate through the swath of people whose bodies blur together to become an
environmental field.10 Facial recognition functions similarly: our eyes are so eager to see faces
that we commonly do so where none exist. In the same manner, pitch pushes itself to the centre
of auditory perception because common musical practice hinges upon the relation of pitches to
other pitches. This has the function of essentializing audition to the structure of the pitches at the
cost, in varying degrees, of other elements.
Avoiding pitch moves the locus to the next most focused-upon aspect of music, rhythm.
As with pitch, sounding events’ appearances through time function as an affordance of music
when they are perceptibly periodic. Comparatively, rhythm offers more gradation than pitch
between periodicity and its lack. It also becomes focal through simultaneity—this both through
coincidence (in the other sense) and through intention. It is through the aspects of rhythmic
periodicity and synchronization that ●❙■▲▬ most resembles music. This is clear from the score
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(the majority of which is rhythmic notation) as well as in performance. The less periodic sounds,
such as ▲’s mm 59–61, may not be distinguishable from the total acoustic field, but during the
occasional periodic synchronizations—as in the following swells—it becomes clear that music is
being performed. In this sense, ●■▬▲❙ represents and enacts Figures only partially distinct
from their Ground.

Figure 1: ▲ measures 58–66

This musical content qualifies the piece in relation to other very quiet (or silent) music.
The practice of microsound is a good example. These electronically composed and performed
works use the “detritus” of quiet mechanical sounds, often the results of failures such as the
sound of a CD player skipping or the “noise floor” of a studio recording.11 Like some of the
music of the Wandelweiser12 composers Jürg Frey and Antoine Beuger, microsound is “organized
11
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according to an aesthetic of relative silence” such that “the ‘I’ of the listener may confront
himself or herself as a listener.”13 Conversely, ●❙▲■▬ courts an aesthetic of relative quietness:
its musical content is constant and constantly at the edge of hearing. This renders the listener an
agent of sound production on par with the sound produced by the performance, thus cocomposing the acoustic field and potentially interruptive of others’ musical experience.
Frey and Beuger describe particular interactions between their works and exterior sounds
or silences. Silence is considered a positive content: Beuger describes it as an “autonomous
musical phenomenon,” and Frey suggests that there are “many different silences.”14 We can thus
think of silence as another capacity of sound, its zero-element. With this in mind, Frey’s assertion
of Heidegger’s primordial silence is not so different from Beuger’s suggestion of original and
ubiquitous noise:
Es ist möglich, sich die Welt als ein unendliches monotones Rauschen vorzustellen … eine
Überfülle von Differenzen … Alle Musik, die es jemals gegeben hat oder geben wird, ist in diesem
Rauschen enthalten.
[It is possible to imagine the world as an infinite monotonous noise: an overflowing of difference
… All music that has existed or that will exist is contained in this noise.] 15

Beuger further conflates silence and sound by suggesting that “listening … also has a border,”
and that that border is silence—primordial noise and silence are distinguished only by the
subject’s action.16 This conception is courted in their work in the capacity of interior and exterior
silences or sounds. Exterior sonic elements are “held in abeyance by the instantiated echoes or
defined international collective of composers and performers associated with Beuger and Frey that came into being
in 1992. The group aesthetic is characterized by extended durations occupied predominantly by silence.
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silences tamed within the [musical] work.”17 ▲▬■❙● engages a similar internal-external
distinction, but highlights it: by straining to listen to the sounds inside the work and not the
sounds outside of the work, the intentional border of listening is foregrounded.
This intentional border is what designates certain sounds as “music” and other sounds as
“noise.” As in the extraction of pitch data from a broader acoustic event, abstracting “the piece
itself” is a lossy process. This discarding of sensations creates a hierarchy and therefore has an
immediately political aspect. Since the audience members find themselves as primary generators
of that noise, this aspect is made corporeal in ❙▬▲●■.

bodies make noise / noise makes bodies
There is no movement or activity that is not revealed by noise.
–Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noise

A hive of disordered ordered activity, the body … is always already noisy.
–Martin Iddon, “Siren Songs”

Frances Dyson describes the dependence of Western thought on the process of privileging
certain sensations and ignoring others. The attempted cover-up of the irrational ratios of
Pythagoras’ fifth hammer is a parable for humanity’s inability to cope with the pervasiveness of
incommensurability—that is, noise.18 “The fifth hammer was discarded,” she writes, “in order to
save the model (tonality) from its materiality (sound) but as a necessary consequence, so too was
the excess baggage of social injustice, inequity, and the always questionable rationality of ethics,
within what was supposed to be a perfectly harmonized cosmos.”19 The incommensurability of
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the fifth hammer is noise, “an addition to the signal. It interferes with, or may wholly
overwhelm, the message”—rational ratios indicative of a (divine) cosmological order—“that is
intended to be sent.”20 Dyson goes on to demonstrate that power (modeled after the “working
paradox” of the Christian trinity) and communication both deny and rely on the possibility of this
incommensurability, manifest as structural impossibility. The discarded sense data—noise—
becomes
a kind of sonic limit defining the edges of the social. Noise plays the anthem of the
underprivileged, united in their cacophony, patriotic in their rebellion, coalescing on the fringes of
a society where ‘good music’ like ‘proper language’ comes from bodies that are whole, intact,
doing what they’re supposed to be doing, fulfilling an intention.21

This stratified and normative mode of thinking, Dyson suggests, is at the root of Western
thought.
The reality that bodies are expected to be “doing what they’re supposed to be doing” is
viscerally felt during the experience of ▬■●▲❙. The incidental noises of bodies existing are
often louder than those of the performance, the vibrations of which barely exceed the stage. The
interruptive nature of these incidental sounds—that is, their lower status than those presented by
the performers—is understood by the audience, who attempt to suppress them. To a large extent,
this self-censoring is effected by the restriction of bodily motion. This exposes a provisional and
complicit social hierarchy embedded in Western concert practice: the persons performing the
piece have the “right” to produce sounds and move their bodies whereas their auditors do not. It
also exposes its essentialist ethics in prioritizing communication of “the piece itself.” The
resulting restriction of the audience’s motion is a power transaction which, since it exerts control
directly on the capabilities of bodies, can be labelled violence.
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The use of this term warrants substantiation and a working definition. Foucault considers
the body the object of knowledge and the target of power.22 This power is most effective when it
“impose[s] an imperative to participate.”23 For Foucault, a docile body in the audience is “a
useful body and an intelligible body:” it “may be subjected, used, transformed, and improved”
because it is known.24 The mental association with power is extended by architect and theorist
Léopold Lambert, who notes that “all forms of corporeal violence ... can be said to be built upon
a complete knowledge of what a body is.”25 Violence here is a definition and a repression of
some aspect of the subject’s (victim’s) body. To perpetrate violence for Lambert is to (de)limit
the body’s potential behaviours in the experience of depth. As in the architecture Lambert’s
critical practice takes as object, in ●▲❙▬■ this violence is physically executed: the bodies of the
audience are constrained to a very limited position in the concert hall seats, and even digestive
noises are shunned.
This raises the question of the identification of the perpetrator of this violence. One might
suppose it to be the composer or performers, but these are not the parties responsible for
penalizing deviations from the quiet and still norm. The party that is responsible is the audience
itself.
In this way, the audience is reconfigured as a single entity, a social body resulting from
the contortion of its constituent bodies. This body is a non-verbally self-regulating network
wherein the binding factor is the straining to hear the performance. Dyson and Serres describe a
similar situation in the pause between the decay of the final sounds of a musical performance and
22
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the beginning of the applause: the duration and feeling-tone of this pause is determined by a very
similar social body.26 These are social bodies that silence or expel malignant constituents the
same way that an usher chided the audience member who, in the fifteenth-odd minute of the
premiere performance of my bass clarinet solo Prairie Trails (43%) rhetorically asked, “should I
say something?”27 This is an audience that is (de)limited: it is at its most basic a group of people
experiencing the performance for its duration; it is physically delimited by the bounds of the hall
and by the bodily repressions the piece requires; it is mentally delimited in that focus is assumed
to be on the performance, that the piece is assumed to be worth listening to, and in that difference
in individual consensus is temporarily prohibited. Since these limits or delimitations inhere in the
definition of the social body, it is necessarily violent.

bodies make machines / machines make bodies
Our bodies are explained by machines, since they have already produced them.
– Michel Serres, Variations on the Body

Despite this repressive aspect, this social body extends the capacities of its constituent
members. Phrasing the description above differently, we note that the body has physical (even
biological) mass, a thought process, self-awareness, and self-control. Each of these are extended.
The physical experience of the extended body is an accumulation of the various vantages of the
audience members, vantages which include their in-the-moment perceptions of the performance,
their feeling-tone leading up to and during it, and their rich individual histories and relationships
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to its various elements. These vantages amalgamate to become a collective consciousness, the
auto-regulation described above being an emergent aspect of its functioning.
The extension of bodies that plays out in this social setting is the same process by which
“external” technologies function. Marshall McLuhan famously posits that media technologies
were extensions of our senses, noting that “the personal and social consequences of any medium
—that is, of any extension of ourselves—result from the new scale that is introduced into our
affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology.”28 Michel Serres outlines a
bilateral relationship between technologies and the body. He describes mechanical technologies
as replicating functions already found in the human body: the bicycle wheel, for instance,
becomes an externalization of running legs.29 Furthermore, the inverse process, a bodily imitation
of exterior capacity, is responsible for the acquisition of knowledge. “We don’t know anyone or
anything,” Serres writes, “until the body takes on its form, its appearance, its movement, its
habitus, until the body joins in a dance with its demeanor.”30 “[T]here is nothing in knowledge
that has not been first in the entire body.”31 The material reality of this exchange is not to be
overlooked. “To the process of subjectivization, which includes eating and drinking as well as
learning and breathing, corresponds, as though by a symmetry of equilibrium, the process of
objectification by which we sow our body throughout the world: we produce, in fact.”32 Serres
notes that “the tool doesn’t extend the organ, it objectivizes it,” that is, the organ is “cast off”
from the body.33 However, it follows from his logic of subjectivization that the newly
objectivized organ would become part of the body again, now an extension. Aleida Assmann and
28
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Bernard Stiegler’s exteriorization of memory to technologies is a case-in-point. Stiegler
summarizes this process: “[L]ife in dialogue with death (‘the human’) is a process of ‘memoryfreeing,’ an exteriorizing of the living being’s programmatics into the artificial programs
constituting an originary supplementarity of this form of life.”34 Assmann’s work clarifies: as the
technologies of speaking, writing, and digital archiving offload and thus extend the bodily
responsibility of memory, so the body learns to rely on these media, and thus its faculty for
memory deteriorates as it is replaced.35 As a result of their extending and replacing capacities,
technologies effectively become part of the body.
As the experience of auditing a quiet performance (such as that of ●▬■▲❙)
demonstrates, social functionings operate in a similar way. With this in mind we can consider
them technologies in their own right. We can use these two broad categories of technologies
(social and physical) to interrogate the other. Having noted the dual extending-repressing nature
of the concert hall social technology, for example, we may begin to look for ways in which
physical technologies require a sacrificing of bodily freedoms in order to function. The
individual’s extended physical experience during the performance is an externalization of the
body’s sensual intake. It is cast off in order to augment the sensation of the collective body,
which returns as its own. A simple physical analogue would be a stool’s extending our ability to
stand. It is an objectivized extension of our legs to the point that we can hardly use them as legs
again until we dissociate the extension from our body. Lambert uses the more extreme example
of a wingsuit glider’s relation to the ground they soar over: “the body can (and necessarily does)
compose a relation to the terrain that prevents the essentialization of the separation between these
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two material assemblages (bodies).”36 We may also begin to take a more constructive review of
the effects of digital social technologies, which fall on the border of our two provisional
categories. A perspective of the body as always already technical may be a step toward
acknowledging our physical embroilment in the world.

cleaving asunder
By removing the audience-body from its assumed context, ■●▬▲❙’s mid-performance
change of venue engages this consideration in several ways. The social unity is exposed by the
change of conditions and constraints. The moment the assistant instructs the audience to “please,
quietly follow me” across the stage to the performance’s continuation in the rehearsal room, the
awareness of being an individual and also part of a body must be heightened in order not to
violate the social rules that constitute that body’s formation. Throughout the process of
transitioning between venues, concert hall conventions are thrown into confusion. Is the
production of sound still prohibited? Speaking? Leaving? The new venue maintains this flux.
The hierarchical separation between audience and performers is again questioned by the
proximity of their bodies and the newness of both of their roles. As much as the audience
scarcely audits in a rehearsal room, performers, though spending much of their time there, rarely
perform there.
In turn, the materiality of the experience is put under the microscope. This is a doubleexposure, in that by heightening awareness of the rehearsal room as a new-old space, the oldold(-old) space of the concert hall is questioned. The rehearsal room, as students of music are
well aware, is readily infiltrated by the sounds of happenings outside its doors. In such a sound36
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sensitive setting as ❙■●▬▲’s performance, the interior noise becomes apparent. Electricity’s
sixty-cycle hum and performers’ aperiodic shufflings about the room threaten the scrapes and
taps of ▲❙■●▬ as much as audience rustling, which continues to effect its members’ sensitive
union. Having been replaced by this noisy space, the sanctioned “pure” transmission of stage
sound comes under scrutiny. Furthermore, the physicality of human bodies comes into view by
means of their close proximity. The performers’ walking around to coordinate the music moves
them through the group, passing close enough to touch. Indeed, audience members and
performers are likely to touch; if not skin-to-skin or clothing-to-clothing, then through what we
refer to as “personal space” or “atmosphere,” that area of our body which allows us “to detect a
silent presence behind us when close enough.”37 The bodily conditions of performance—unusual
positions of the body required to perform an instrument, the visible straining to hear and
communicate—are also exposed through this proximity.
In being reminded of their own materiality and that of others, the persons involved
undergo a de-essentializing of experience. Just as audience and performers are re-embodied in
both their individual and collective bodies, exposed as they were through the change in context,
the performance sounds are re-embodied with respect to their modes of production and to the
ongoing acoustic field. In retrospect (or retroaudition) the affordances of the concert hall become
clear: it is a space which, by means of artifice, privileges periodic vibrations (pitched sounds)
over their unsightly (or unsoundly) materiality. This, Dyson notes, is a “strateg[y] of
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dematerialization rather than desonorization, of escape from the sweat of industry and
animals.”38
This process allows the audience to “really experience.” Channeling Gilles Deleuze,
Massumi posits that whereas in the affordance-based functioning of day-to-day life we see
through the abstractions to immediately divine the use-value of objects, to “to really perceive …
you have to ‘cleave things asunder,’ you have to open them back up. You have to make their
semblance appear as forcefully as possible.”39 The semblance to which Massumi refers is the
abstract perception of an exteriority, what allows us to understand that, for example, a box has
six sides even though we only ever see three of them. “We’re seeing, in the form of the object,
the potential our body holds to walk around, take another look, extend a hand and touch.”40 This
potential, he explains, is a real, lived experience: “the lived abstraction of the event is an amodal
perception, in the nonsensuous shape of a line, of change taking place. It is direct perception of
an event.”41 An effective relational experience, as I hope a performance of ■●▬▲❙ to be, will reconnect these semblances with their object-events.
As I described above, I hope that ●▬▲❙■ makes the semblances of embodied and
networked experiences “really appear.” That the experience of ▬▲❙■● engages the entire body
in movement and perception demonstrates the “body’s priority” in learning and acquiring
knowledge that Serres emphasizes.42 If the body learns by imitation, as he suggests, then perhaps
the audience members will increase their capacity for unobtrusiveness and collective functioning
38
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for these contours. For more, see Naomi Cumming, The Sonic Self (Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press,
2000); and Eero Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics (Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 1994), 12–13.
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as a result of taking in ●▬▲❙■. The rhizomatic collective functioning of the audience-body
motions towards Anna Munster’s call for “novel network aesthesias”: “networking—processes,
proto-formations, and imperceptible human/machine currents that conjoin social, info-technical,
and aesthetic elements in novel ways—is what generates an aesthesia of networks.”43 It is
another example of a technological innovation based on capacities of the body and which offers
greater understanding of itself and the body by their comparison.

primitive magical unity, mathesis universalis, and switchcraft
at root an unrooted root
The most difficult aspect of the score to realize in performance is its unique open-form
technique. This is described in the score’s performance notes:
The five sections of the piece—▲, ●, ■, ▬, ❙—are performed in any order, in any number of
iterations, from memory. Any player cues a switch to any other point in the composition by
playing material at that point. The other players follow, physically relocating to facilitate musical
coordination.

This technique, which I refer to as switchcraft, has the effect of giving the piece an open form.
However, ●■▲▬❙ differentiates itself from much of the repertoire of open form pieces.
Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI and Earle Brown’s 4 Systems are commonly cited
examples of open form. However, while these allow the performer to move through their
sections in any order, their beginnings and endings are still defined, as are the qualities of their
inner divisions. A similar feature exists in Roman Haubenstock-Ramati’s mobile scores and
Christian Wolff’s Burdocks and For 1, 2 or 3 People. While the musical materials of these pieces
are variable in performance, in each case the means of arriving at performed materials are
delineated into ordered sections, giving the piece a form with beginning and ending. In Burdocks
43
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“it must be decided … which orchestra [group of five to ten players] will play which section
when—in what sequence, overlappings or simultaneous combinations.”44 Similarly, the ten parts
of For 1, 2 or 3 People may be performed in any number and in any order so long as they are
“repeated no more than ten times.”45 More telling is that the performer is to “[p]lay all that is
notated on a page … not repeating anything.”46 In these cases, the form as a teleological process
still exists even though it is decided by the performers.

Figure 2. Conductor part for Haubenstock-Ramati's Mobile for
Shakespeare, displaying the work's form.

Wolff’s Duo for Pianists II neglects the temptations of form. Like For 1, 2 or 3 People,
its score comprises musical fragments to be performed after cues from another player, however
44
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in this case both fragments and cues are more thoroughly defined (for instance, after hearing
“pizz mf,” the second pianist is to play 11¼ seconds of ff). However, the Duo is more similar to
■▬❙▲● in that its process never expires: “The total duration of the piece is variable. There are
no cues for ending.”47 Nevertheless, the piece exhibits a linear impulse. The two pianists
construct the performance forward, stacking their gestures on top of their partner’s.
The sections of ■▲●▬❙, conversely, exist as material which may connect (via a switch)
at any point. Their performance resembles the experiences in time of Benjy in William
Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury and Miranda/Nu Wa in Larissa Lai’s Salt Fish Girl. These
characters exist in a perpetual multiplicity of time, arbitrarily switching between timeframes and
states of body. Instead of the mortal or neurotypical experience of distant times and states as
lucid memory, dream, or prescience, Miranda/Nu Wa and Benjy experience time nonlinearly:
they do not exist relative to it, but rather the inverse. Like ●■▲▬❙’s performers, they are loci
through which time passes, in no particular order and for no particular duration, both parties
(time and the character) thereby being produced.
Figuratively “viewed from above,” this process resembles Deleuze and Guattari’s
rhizome. These writers use this root’s construction to describe the unrootedness of experience,
that “the world has lost its pivot.”48 Dialectical thought, based as it is in provisional dichotomies,
is no longer adequate to describe reality. Reality, or any subdivision thereof, must instead be
construed in terms of self-difference, by subtraction of “the unique from the multiplicity to be
constituted”: “the number of dimensions one already has available [is] always n - 1.”49 In this
way, the individual always exists in relation to the multiple, a Figure only partially distinct from
its Ground.
47
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●■❙▲▬ exhibits the four principles of the rhizome described in A Thousand Plateaus.
The first two principles are of connection and heterogeneity: “any point of a rhizome can be
connected to anything other, and must be.”50 This is the basic principle by which ▬●■▲❙’s
switchcraft operates. The third principle is of multiplicity:
[I]t is only when the multiple is effectively treated as a substantive, ‘multiplicity,’ that it ceases to
have any relation to the One as subject or object, natural or spiritual reality, image and world.
Multiplicities are rhizomatic, and expose arborescent pseudomultiplicities for what they are. 51

That is, ▲▬●■❙ exists as the sum of its possible performances as well as their situations or
contingencies. The final principle is of “asignifying rupture”: “A rhizome may be broken,
shattered at a given spot, but it will start up again on one of its old lines, or on new lines.”52
While a rhizome may have segmentations, these are always tied to inherent contingencies within
the whole and are subject to unexpected restratification. Or more simply put, apparent
hierarchies or total distinctions are asignifying—they do not add any meaning. “There is a
rupture in the rhizome whenever segmentary lines explode into a line of flight, but the line of
flight is part of the rhizome.”53 This is exemplified by the non-transmission of the structural
divisions within ●■▲❙▬’s score, or the ends thereof, to its sounding iterations. These latter two
principles are two descriptions of the first two principles’ result, in that a substantive multiplicity
may exist as a unity only if its limits are inconsequential. This conveniently allows ▬▲❙●■ to
be expressed in a single performance rather than in the unlikely realization of all of its possible
permutations.
▲▬❙●■’s switchcraft further differentiates itself from the aforementioned open works by
its reliance on the players’ conventional musical coordination. In adjusting their positions within
the work to match up with switches as they are prompted, the performers exercise two abilities
50
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common to musicians: metrical synchronization and error correction. The former of these is most
impressively displayed in small chamber groups, and the latter is experienced by every ensemble
musician who has lost their position in a part. Like concert hall etiquette, these are learned
techniques that transform mutually understood concepts into material effects and relate to what
Deleuze describes as “the movement of mathesis.”54

agartha and mathesis universalis
The indeterminately improvised open form employed in ❙▲●■▬ is drawn from what
might be considered an unlikely source. The functioning of switchcraft—“assemblages of flows,
switches and loops—connective, disjunctive and conjunctive syntheses”55—is modeled after two
concepts: the mathesis universalis about which Deleuze writes in his introduction to a
monograph by physicist Giovanni Malfatti, and the explication by Dan Mellamphy and Nandita
Biswas Mellamphy of the theoretical underground kingdom of Agartha as described by SaintYves D’Alveydre. The work of Malfatti and D’Alveydre are links in philosophico-religious
history that join Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling and Fabre d’Olivet respectively to the
occult underground of late nineteenth century Europe via Papus and the resulting stream of
esoteric Martinism.56 One might hesitate before seriously considering such strains of thought, yet
when suggesting a reconsideration of a dominant mode of thought’s fundamental precepts,
should one not return to reevaluate aspects of marginalized modes? Additionally, the degree to
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which such spiritualist ideas pervade the work of twentieth and twenty-first century thought (in
particular that of Deleuze) speaks to the productivity with which they might be wielded.57
Agartha, D’Alveydre explains via Mellamphy and Biswas Mellamphy, is an underground
civilization that controls the outcomes of supra-terranean happenings in the anthropocosm.58 Its
governance is effected via three fundamental archons: ideological (philosophy, religion, and
science), financial, and politico-military.59 Each of these is a distinct sphere of logic that is
regulated by its two others: “whenever and wherever one of these is operating (and all three are
always operating), you can be certain the other two are also concurrently, synarchically, in
operation.”60 The result is the performance of rule by constant change of the logical terms of its
operations. This synarchic governance is the result of mètic métissage:
The word métis here, and mètic … is an ancient Greek term for an intelligence at odds with, or
perhaps, more accurately, working within the interstices of, straightforwardly logical operations.
Mètic machinations are a form of switchcraft, always switching between different logical
parameters, playing one logic off another. This is why, back in 1994, I suggested that the Greek
mètic should be thought of alongside of the Latin métis, the French métissage, which designate
various mixings, various combinations, odd, often surprising, conjunctions. 61

▲▬❙●■’s switchcraft plays out this “synarchic syllepsis.” During switches, navigated by the
“cunning intelligence” of the ensemble’s musical training, the outcome of the performance is
controlled mutually (synarchically) by its players. A similar relation exists between the
performers and the score, in that a performance will be governed by the score’s requirements
pulling the ensemble one way and the ensemble’s activities pulling the score the other. This
relationship also exists on an individual level with respect to the horizontal bar approximation57
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combinations; a tension exists between the score’s “source” material and the performer’s
manipulations thereof.
The switching that the three Agarthan archons submit to, the mètic métissage or
switchcraft, is the result of an indiscrete knowledge known as mathesis. Mathesis describes the
motion between thought and sensible object, or between being and milieu. “[T]he key notion of
mathesis,” Deleuze writes, “is that individuality never separates itself from the universal.”62 In
this relationship, a token is an incomplete microcosm of its type, and a type is not completely
defined by the sum of its tokens. This is easily understood with respect to objects: a chair
incompletely describes the milieu of chairs, and the milieu of chairs is not exhausted by the sum
definition of every chair that has existed. As mathesis universalis, however, this understanding
would be applied to all of knowledge. Through mathesis universalis, the sensible object and the
concept of that object would be synthesized. However, “at the heart of our Western mentality can
be discerned certain fundamental needs which, already, can only be satisfied by mathesis.”63
D’Alveydre posits that knowledge was “dismembered” into mathematics and metaphysics, what
Deleuze writes as the anarchic “fundamental dualism” between science and philosophy, and what
Simondon describes as technical and religious “phases” resulting from the bifurcating split of
primitive (original) magical unity.64 This distinction between material reality and discrete
concepts is evident in the suppression of Pythagoras’ incommensurate fifth hammer, the
normativity Dyson suggests is at the base of Western thought. Mathesis, “learning in general,
beyond the borders of any blunt discipline,” is what traverses this gap.65
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The deployment of mathesis, Mellamphy writes, can be thought of as sorcery. It, and
therefore also switchcraft, is a “power at once … physical and metaphysical,” a technique more
powerful than its wielder.66 By traversing the distance between virtual-milieu and real-individual,
mathesis generates potential that could (a/e)ffect an infinity of events in either realm. In this
sense, each of ▬▲❙●■’s players are an “allagmathematician/mathemagician or Frances Yatesian
mathesist/mathesistitian,” “a network of privileged points-of-exchange between a being and
milieu.”67 As literal magic, the ability to wield mathesis was impaired after the original
“dismemberment.” D’Alveydre writes that the split binaries of knowledge will be “insolubly in
conflict” until restoration of the “universal science of life” (mathesis universalis).68 Simondon
suggests that “aesthetic thinking emerges at the neutral point between technics and religion … a
permanent reminder of the rupture of the unity of the magical mode of being and a search for a
future unity.”69 Having once had the role of “conjur[ing] up the powers latent in the human
environment,” composer Helmut Lachenmann writes that Western music lost this magical
ability.70 Deleuze, conversely, cautions against thinking of mathesis in this way, asserting that “to
believe that mathesis is merely a mystical lore, inaccessible and superhuman, would be a
complete mistake .… For mathesis deploys itself at the level of life, of living man.”71 This is a
common magic. “Far from transcending the human condition, it”—unity, mathesis—“is its exact
description.”72 Humans qua sorcerers “merely channel and foreground … the forces inherent in
the [back]ground” of the milieu of humanity.73 Magic is alive and well; we are all mathesistitians.
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Mathesis is present at every level of ▬■❙●▲. The sorcerous technicality of its
switchcraft hyperstitiously activate privileged points of exchange between its various sections.74
Its performances are apparitions of its infinite sounding milieu. Its sounds, generated by both
audience and ensemble, emerge as figures from the (back)Ground of infinite Rauschen. Its
auditors endlessly reconfigure into a kaleidescope of bodies, magically constituting being and
milieu. In each case the impossibility of defining the universal is demonstrated. This is why
Deleuze describes mathesis as “a living unity incorrectly deemed human”: a continually
changing, amorphous “universal synthesis,” it defies definition.75 In being greater than the sum
of its parts yet still existing as microcosm within each one, mathesis as universality “denies
itself, gives itself to each living being as a simple outside, an exteriority that remains foreign to
it, an Other.”76 Each sound, each human, each form of life “finds its proper essence outside of
itself, within the Other.”77

everything is the exact same thing
In the manner described above, ▬■●❙▲ suggests a blurring of the distinctions between
what we consider “human,” “technology,” and “other.” It demonstrates the ripple-outward effects
of our actions as material changes result from sounds produced by its audience or performers. In
the same way that we scatter our limbs everywhere as technical objects that extend our body, we
deposit ourselves into the social body of the audience and into the physical space of the
performance room, interconstituting both.78 Mathesis, more than just a universal science of life,
74
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describes beings in a physical milieu. The “living unity incorrectly deemed human” is
immediately connected to technology and to the material reality it exists within.
By demonstrating the interconnectedness of these three adjacent realities—the natural,
the human, and the technological—▬●▲❙■ creates a model for understanding many social
situations. A case in point is ecology: humans are physically implicated in the ecological sphere,
consciously or otherwise (usually the latter); the two are in a continual relationship of support or
taxation. The experience of ripple-out effects of actions in ▬●❙▲■ can be mapped onto this
relationship, allowing for a more intimate and immediate understanding of it. This is the
importance of Munster’s assertion that “networking … is what generates an aesthesia of
networks.”79 Another example is the social sphere. As digitally networked technologies
increasingly proliferate, some speculate their detrimental effect on society (even suggesting a
Butlerian war against the machines). Considering technology as an extension of the body allows
us to better understand its functioning, since as Serres notes, bodily contortion is necessary in
apprehending knowledge.
Christian Wolff suggests that experimental music practice “suggests that the world could
be different.”80 As I have just described, my opinion of ▬▲❙●■ is that it posits that the world is
just the same, that ▬■▲❙● “extract[s] the relational-qualitative arc of one occasion of
experience … and systematically deposit[s] it in the world for the next occasion to find, and to
potentially take up into its own formation.”81 We continue to exist within a physical milieu,
making noises that interfere with other agents’ synchronisations, manifesting social technicity,
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straining to hear and understand the happenings of the musical object, “the piece itself,” in a
chaotic environment.
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